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ABSTRACT
Three-I ine scanner ( TLS) system has the I inear CCD sensors mounted in para I lei position on the focal plane
When set the scanning direction of TLS camera in right ang Ie to the bow of a i rp Iane ,
of the camera object ive .
it is possible to get image data of the terrain in forward, nadir and backward direction accord ing to the push
broom principle.
As the scanning interval is regulated by a quartz crystal osci I lator, when the scanning
direction on image data define as X axis, Y axis (traveling direction of airplane) is able to regard as Time
I ine.
TLS camera has three para I lei scanning I ine in d ifferent view point, and this means it is possible to
scan objects in different area at same time.
From the side of object, it is scanned in thrice at different
ti me.
According to these facts, To compare two image data of different scanning I i ne, the moving object appears
on the different position in image data, and the fixed object is st i I I on the same position.
And if the di stance
of movement ( dX) is measured from image data (road, bu i lding, etc. ), as the difference of I ine in Y axis
means time ( dT ), the velocity of object is calculated from these two parameter. ( dX / dT)
This paper introduces one of app li cat ion with using these method to measure automobiles velocity witch runn ing
on a highway with TLS system.

of vehic les are able to measured.
The method to measure velocity of veh ic les in dynamical
and spatial has been also studied.

1 . BACK GROUND

Recent ly in Japan, as expansion of highway networks,
numbers of vehicle used as a way of transportation have
been increasing. Especially, at midd le of August and
Year end to new Year term so cal led homecoming season,
traffic congestion have occurred at several specia l
spots in every seasons by concentrate of traffic.
Many studies to find the mechanism or the structura l
factor of traffic congestion, had done for the purpose
of preventing or decreasing them.
Usua I Iy, there are two kinds of typ i ca I data, speed and
numbers per period at a static point, of distribution

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY WITH TLS
TLS (Three-Line Scanner : Photo 1) camera is a I i ne
sensor camera equipped three CCD line sensor in one
opt i ca I system.
To measu r e the velocity of vehicles on highway from
image data by TLS, attach a TLS camera system (TLS
camera, a dig ital data recorder and a controller) to
the a i rp Iane which has the bottom window for the aer i a I
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Because TLS is moved when an a i rp Iane is moved, in the
fixed ti me i nterva I, image data whi ch the same zone from
three directions are acquired. Three I ine sensors of
TLS acquire the image data of the ground of three vi sua I
angles at the same time. This is equal to the point
of the ground being acquired three times by the I ine
sensor as the image data in three different moment.
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Photo 1 TLS Camera(LEFT:5000dot,RIGHT:7500dot)

photograph, a digital data recorder and controller.
And to analysis the acquired data which flew the sky
of the highway of the measuring, the speed of the
vehicles can be measured. The principle of measurement
velocity of vehicle form digital image by TLS system
s mentioned below.
Figure 1 Aircraft loading type TLS
2. 1.

Image data

acquisition by TLS and velocity

measuring

Therefore, three image data acquired by TLS have these
two characteristics.
(1) They are the image data acquired from the different
visual angle.
(2) They are the image data of the same area acquired
in different moment.
Because image acquisition time is different, it is
shown that a di stance from the fixed point is different
in the object moved through the ground when two image
data acquired by TLS carried on the aircraft are
compared.

Toward the movement direction, and the image data
acquired by the I ine sensor are the images seen from
the angle which was always fixed. Therefore, if two
and more I ine sensor is arranged in para I lel in the
focus of optics, the image data seen from the visual
angle which plural was different from are acquired.
The measuring treatment of the three-di mens i ona I
coordinate by stereo matching method can be done by the
image data acquired by two I i ne sensors' being arranged
fundamenta 11 y in para 11 e I in one optics.
But, when the form of the app Ii cab Ie thing is unevenness,
it has the possibi I ity that the image of the perfect
whole isn't taken from two points of view.
Therefore, TLS is the system which the part of the Ioss
reduced as much as possible by image data from three
different points of view to include three I ine sensors
into one optics being acquired. Like this, TLS is the
system deve Ioped fundamenta 11 y for the purpose of
coordinate measuring of the three-di mens i ona I space by
stereo matching processing.

The speed of the vehicles can be calculated with the
fol lowing process by these characteristics' being
used.
(1) TLS carried on the airplane acquires the image data
of the highway from the sky.
(2) The ti me difference ( I:!. T) that the veh i c Ies of the
measuring object are Iocated on the image when two
image data are compared is measured.
(3) When two image data are compared, the di stance
difference (l:!.D) from the ground fixed point of
the vehicles on each image is measured.
(4) The speed of the veh i c Ies is ca Icu Iated by this two
value.

TLS is the line camera which included three line sensors
into one optics . Three I ine sensors are arranged so
that the direction of the arrangement of CCD may become
parallel to each other, and it faces in the proceeding
direction, and arranged to intersect with the right
angle.
It can take pictures of three image data of a
former direction image, a downward image and the image
for the back at the same time with three I ine
sensors. (Figure 1)

3. THE SPECIFICATION OF TLS
The fundamental specif ication of the TLS system is
shown in the tab Ie 1.
3 CCD I i ne sensors of 7500
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(3)

Recogniti on of the vehicles and Measuring
coordinate of the position and time.
(4) Measur ing of the amount of movement and the movement
time
Each content of treatment i s shown next.

element are installed in TLS camera. And, The wideangle lens off= 38. 4nm is included as optics. Image
data can be acquired in the width of about 800m at hight
occas i on 500m.

4. 1 Correct to the straight line of the image data.
( Process [1] Formation of the ti me sea Ie image data )
The image acqu ir ed by TLS conta ins distortion by the
change in a posture of the airplane and the optical
cause . (F igure 3)

Figure 2 TLS system image

Therefore, when the image data of highway are acquired,
a f I i ght course doesn't need to be traced precise I y in
accordance with the curve of the road.
An highway is
a Iways within the photography range of TLS if the pi Iot
of the airplane almost controls an airplane along the
highway.
The speed of the record device of TLS is (32MByte/sec),
and a record device can record the image data of 3 I i ne
at the same ti me at the rate of 500 scanning in 1
second. The image of the genera I TLS system is shown in
the figure 2.

Figure 3 TLS original picture figure data

When coordinate measuring i s done with stereo matching
method, a spatial coord inate must be corrected by the
posture data as for the image data. (Fi gure 4)
But, a movement distance must be ca lcu lated properly
wit h the case whi ch the speed of the veh i c Ies is
measured with. For this purpose, the efficiency of the
work is better to use the image modified a road may
become in a straight I i ne rather than to use the image
that a r oad is modified properly as a curve.
And, the compensation of the di stance i sn' t carried out
at th i s moment to measure the difference in time when
it is acquired. The part of a white I ine which painted
on the road is searched by the software.
Then, image data for 1 I i ne are shifted right and Ieft,
and softwar e corrects data so that a road may be a
stra ight line.
With the white line painted on the
r oad i s used, this compensat ion treatment is done
automatically by the softwar e.
The image data formed by this tr eatment are cal led
a time scale image . . (F igur e 5)

Table 1 TLS mechanical specifications
ELEMENTS

SPECIFICATION

SENSOR

7500DOT CCD LINE SENSOR X3

ELEMENT SIZE

9µmX9µm

PITCH

9µm

LENZ

ZEISS Biogon 38. 4mm f4.5-22

STEREO ANGLE

21°

RESOLUTION

1 Obit

SAMPLING RATE

10MHz

RECORD SPEED

32MB/s

MONITOR TV

10" MONITOR

4. THE PROCESS OF SPEED MEASURING
The speed of the vehicles i s measured from the image
data acquired by TLS by the fo 11 owing four-step
treatment.
(1) Correct to the straight I ine of the image data.
( Formation of the time sca le image data )
(2) Formation of the ground coord inate normalization
image (distance sca le image)

4.2 Formation of the ground coo rdinate normali zat ion
image (Process [2] distance scale image)
A position can be I im ited absolutely by many bullet in
boards, the s ign and a st ructure thing I i ke a fence on
the highway. And, an overpass, an underpass, and some
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geograph i ca I features such as a bridge or a tunne I can
I imit a position. And, the boundary I ine (white Sm·
blank 12m) of the lane which was painted in white can
use as index to compensate of the relative distance
to divide a lane, too.
The time scale image formed
by the Process [1] is transformed to image which is
corrected length in the distance direction by these
position indexes.

Image data are corrected in the direction of the time
sea Ie so that a di stance between two points which adjoin
it and the ratio of the Iength in screen may become fixed.
The image data formed with these processes are cal led
a di stance sea Ie image. (Figure 6)

4.3 Recognition of the vehicles and Measuring
coordinate of the position and time (Process[3])
An image is indicated on the monitor TV screen of the
computer, and vehicles are recognized with the human
eyes under the present cond iti on. As for the position
data of the veh i c Ies, it can be acquired by c I i ck i ng
on the vehicles in monitor screen by the mouse.
The position of the veh i c Ies is acquired from the {ti me
sea Ie image and the space sea Ie image] of two sets made
by two image data of front view and downward view.
Time data (Tl, T2) and absolute position data (Pl, P2)
of the vehicles can be calculated from these data.

Figure 4 TLS posture COl!l>ensation image data

Concretely, the position of these applicable things
that these positions are absolutely confirmed by the
map, in the time scale image is detected by human eyes.
At this time, The image of front view is the image of
the condition seen from the oblique direction.
Therefore, a deviation from the absolute position
becomes big as an applicable thing leaves the surface
of the earth side. So, an applicable thing to make
position index as close a thing as possible to the
ground side.
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Figure 6 Distance scale image
(Upper : downward view bottom: front view)

4. 4 Measuring of the amount of movement and the
movement time (Process[4])

Figure 5 Time sca le image
(Upper : downward view bottom: front view)

The movement di stance ( Ll. D) and the movement ti me ( Ll.
T) of the veh i c Ies can be ca Icu Iated by abso Iute
position data (Pl, P2) and time data (Tl, T2) acquired
by the Process(3) by the next formula .

Index point looks for a position in the time scale
direction on each image as 4 points per 1km.
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Movement distance (,1D) = P2 - Pf
Movement time
(,1 T) = T2 - Tl

The speed (V) of the vehicles is calculated by the
fol lowing formula from these results.
Speed(V) =,1D/,1 T

or, Speed(V) = (P2-P1)/(T2-T1)

5. THE VERIFICATION OF THE MEASUR ING ACCURACY
With the present system, when correcting as a straight
I ine, a road in image is corrected based on the time
data . For that reason, in di stance sea Ie image, The
dev iation of the posit ion occu r s on the image, and
becomes the error of di stance measuring at the case of
the proceeding direction of the a i rp Iane is not a
straight I ine by the influence of the wind or When a
road curves.
An error by the d ifference in the angle that it
intersects with the I ine which TLS scans, and 2 lane
road (center interval 5m) is calculated In the
fol lowing. (Figure 7)
As the angle that a road and a I ine make changing, the
amount of deviation becomes big corresponding to the
amount of change of the angle in the center position
of t wo Ianes on the image. Because the bend cond ition
of the road and the flight course of the airplane
changes continuously, precision in the long d istance
can't be defined uni f ormly.
But, precision can be
verified in the time only targeting measuring of the
speed based on the distance that vehicles are moved is
about 110m in 4 seconds which is a difference in time
of 2 images.

The error of 2. 9m occurs in the di stance that veh i c Ies
were actually moved on the image by the lane when the
distance while it changes is 110m (the distance that
t he veh i c Ies of 100km per hou r are moved in 4 seconds).
This is the same as the case of when t he radius of the
curve is 210m (210R) or the case of the posture change
rate of the a i rp Iane is 8 degree/sec. Differences in
the d istance of 2. 9m become about 2. 6% of the errors
because a movement distance changes about 1. 1m eve r y
time a speed changes by a unit when measuring is done
in the 1km/h unit. An error becomes big in the section
whe r e the radius of the curve is smal I and when the
post ur e of the a i rp Iane and ad i rect ion changed rap id Iy.
Therefore, how to co r rect it when posit ion information
is acquired from the image, must be examined.
But, because there is no p lace where the radius of the
curve is sma I I too much in the case of the highway, an
er r or can be made sma I I by being carefu I that the
posture of the airplane doesn't change rapidly very
much.

6. RESULT OF FIELD TEST
An airp lane act ua l ly f lew for the purpose of the data
acqu isit ion, in about 12 ki I lometer section (section
of the Tohoku highway top ) in the going home season in
middle of August, 1997. The cond itions of the traf fic
congestion were acquired by TLS as the image data, and
analyt ic treatment was carried out.
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The difference in distance between the lanes is about
2. 9m when the angle that a road and a line make it
changes from O degree to 30 degrees.
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Figure 8 Result of Measureing

Figure 7 The deviati on of the position by the angle
of the road and the line
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As for t he f I i ght a It i tude in the image data acquisition,
a flight speed was 200km per hour about 500m on the
average. A treatment result is shown as figure 8.
It shows the bottom peak of speed at the area from
bottom of Sag Part (93. 5km) to top of Bump part (96. 0km).
These geographical peculiarity is one of results of
traffic congestion.

7.CONCLUSION
As it was stated f ir st , such a spatial and dynamic
velocity measuring method is the firs t tria l.
As for the meaning which acqu i red image data have, and
the way of using it, research is done fr om now.
And, the recognit ion of the vehicles was enforced by
this research by the visual obse rvation.
But, as for this part, it wants to make it a future
subject from software's expecting that automation is
fully possible.
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